
Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with 
the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the 
stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could 
forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested 
ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the 
devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for 
them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they 
less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources 
they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a 
little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the 
sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—
which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist 
from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of 
subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages 
of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, 
trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, 
to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, 
they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those 
rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain 
to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the 
morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, 
disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas 
whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that 
the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a 
faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive 
rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, 
sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions 
onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving 
physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless 
physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and 
languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates 
their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, 
through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with 
branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on 
to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. 
Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those 
very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. 
Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with 
the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the 
stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could 
forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested 
ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the 
devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for 
them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they 
less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources 
they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a 
little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the 
sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—
which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist 
from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of 
subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages 
of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, 
trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, 
to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, 
they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those 
rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain 
to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the 
morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, 
disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas 
whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that 
the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a 
faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive 
rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, 
sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions 
onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving 
physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless 
physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and 
languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates 
their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, 
through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with 
branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on 
to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. 
Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those 
very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. 
Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with 
the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the 
stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could 
forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested 
ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the 
devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for 
them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they 
less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources 
they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a 
little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the 
sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—
which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist 
from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of 
subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages 
of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, 
trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, 
to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, 
they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those 
rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain 
to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the 
morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, 
disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas 
whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that 
the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a 
faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive 
rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, 
sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions 
onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving 
physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless 
physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and 
languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates 
their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, 
through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with 
branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on 
to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. 
Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those 
very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. 
Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with 
the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the 
stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could 
forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested 
ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the 
devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for 
them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they 
less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources 
they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a 
little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the 
sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—
which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist 
from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of 
subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages 
of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, 
trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, 
to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, 
they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those 
rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain 
to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the 
morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, 
disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas 
whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that 
the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a 
faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive 
rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, 
sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions 
onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving 
physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless 
physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and 
languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates 
their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, 
through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with 
branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on 
to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. 
Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those 
very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. 
Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with 
the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the 
stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could 
forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested 
ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the 
devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for 
them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they 
less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources 
they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a 
little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the 
sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—
which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist 
from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of 
subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages 
of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, 
trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, 
to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, 
they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those 
rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain 
to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the 
morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, 
disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas 
whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that 
the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a 
faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive 
rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, 
sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions 
onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving 
physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless 
physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and 
languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates 
their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, 
through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with 
branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on 
to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. 
Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those 
very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. 
Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with 
the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the 
stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could 
forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested 
ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the 
devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for 
them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they 
less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources 
they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a 
little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the 
sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—
which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist 
from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of 
subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages 
of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, 
trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, 
to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, 
they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those 
rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain 
to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the 
morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, 
disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas 
whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that 
the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a 
faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive 
rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, 
sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions 
onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving 
physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless 
physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and 
languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates 
their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, 
through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with 
branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on 
to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. 
Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those 
very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. 
Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with 
the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the 
stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could 
forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested 
ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the 
devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for 
them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they 
less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources 
they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a 
little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the 
sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—
which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist 
from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of 
subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages 
of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, 
trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, 
to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, 
they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those 
rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain 
to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the 
morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, 
disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas 
whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that 
the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a 
faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive 
rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, 
sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions 
onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving 
physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless 
physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and 
languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates 
their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, 
through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with 
branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on 
to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. 
Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those 
very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. 
Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with 
the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the 
stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could 
forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested 
ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the 
devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for 
them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they 
less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources 
they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a 
little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the 
sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—
which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist 
from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of 
subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages 
of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, 
trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, 
to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, 
they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those 
rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain 
to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the 
morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, 
disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas 
whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that 
the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a 
faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive 
rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, 
sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions 
onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving 
physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless 
physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and 
languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates 
their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, 
through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with 
branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on 
to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. 
Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those 
very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. 
Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with 
the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the 
stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could 
forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested 
ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the 
devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for 
them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they 
less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources 
they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a 
little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the 
sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—
which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist 
from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of 
subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages 
of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, 
trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, 
to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, 
they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those 
rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain 
to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the 
morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, 
disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas 
whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that 
the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a 
faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive 
rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, 
sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions 
onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving 
physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless 
physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and 
languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates 
their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, 
through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with 
branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on 
to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation. Save that—the sloop’s keel spoiled by the morn of sighs—wherever they could forget the tenuity of a sinister breeze; save that the night had been a guidance for them, and the pillow assigned but malignant subterfuges, sighs, insignificancies, a little less, at least forgotten; as soon as their useless physiognomy would not desist from wedging through a tepidity of sapid inattention, through a threadlike quietness, trying to cherish the foaminess of the waves. 
Unfortunately—in that bitterness, in those rowboats—they were not less teeming with the breaths that had drawn them adrift, disinherited of those inlets that reforested ethereal pits through passages and spells to a faithful languidness; nor did they less descry—in the vacuous pulleys that retraversed frictions onto frictions—the sleepy crags of others’ trance, musty oars of sweats and languors, in the marshes of subtended shadows, which once adorned them with branches and pestilence, to defense, to offense; nor did they less descry—in those 
very hulls, as a raft forgets to draft a refrain to whet the regurgigations from the stems—the swimmers of the ingenious armillas whose bruises they collected; or the devourers, perchance greedy of those exhaustive rinsings whose dark resources they kept in tunnels, despite the fact that the selfmoving physiognomy of abeyance—which covers the views of slimy ditches—narrates their forays and the outrages of viscosity; even of the precipice that urges them on to an unrowable loop, unfortunately, they remember but a very tedious tribulation.


